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The Heavy-Duty Lock has been expertly 

crafted for use on profiles with slender 

sightlines, while offering robust security 

for intermediate panels. The lock uses 

connecting rods and shootbolts that are 

locating in to the top and bottom tracks, 

providing a secure closure. The lock can be 

easily operated by several of our bifold 

handles, including the innovative Veltè 

Handle with its integrated cylinder. This 

design allows for reduced sightlines while 

maintaining the highest level of security.
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Debar is a specialist bi-fold door hardware manufacturer with design, innovation, manufacturing 

and distribution all carried out from our HQ in the UK. In our commitment to excellence, we strive 

to introduce new and innovative products to the market. This lock has a slim design, but still 

maintains quality and security.

We supply the complete range of components for every bi-folding door requirement, including 

handles, locks, shoot bolt mechanisms, magnetic door holders, hinges & rollers.

Features & Benefits 

Technical Specifications

Accessories

24mm throw with 180 handle operation 

Designed for Slim profile – lock only 26.5mm wide

Strong lock - Achieves a >90 Nm Torque

Provides two points of engagement to secure top & bottom of the door panel 

– improving performance against forced entry & extreme weather

Coated to provide corrosion resistance

Manufactured from high strength Zinc Diecast

Fits M10 threaded bar, other sizes available on application

Threaded rod connections provide easy adjustment 

Ideal for residential and Commercial Applications

Optional shoot bolt end guides

Cover caps available to suit all profiles 

Slimmer Compact style means less profile machining

Suitable for use on Aluminium, PVC and Timber doors

Heavy duty zinc construction

10mm thread, other sizes available
on application

Shoot bolt throw of 24mm

High grade corrosion protection

Option for handle with Integrated cylinder

Handles turns 180 degrees

7mm square Spindle hole

Handle screw centres 43mm

Vivo, Verso & Veltè shoot bolt handles 10mm thread rods

Shoot bolt tips & guides
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